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The Accelerator Neutrino Neutron Interaction Experiment
• A measurement of the abundance of final state neutrons from neutrino 

interactions in water, as a function of energy
• A new technological path for the long-term Fermilab program
• A community that broadens the Fermilab user base

• 6 US institutions, 3 UK institutions, 2 national labs, and 31 collaborators

for understanding neutrino-nucleus interactions and addressing a limiting 
factor in oscillation physics, proton decay, and supernova neutrino physics
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FIG. 2. The hadronic shower produced in the initial interaction must still traverse the dense nuclear matter
and is then subject to Final State Interactions (FSI) before appearing in the detector. These FSI include
nucleon-nucleon interactions as well as pion-nucleon interactions as illustrated. Figure from Tomasz Golan.

It cannot be stressed enough that the incident neutrino energy is not a priori known. This
situation di↵ers dramatically from electron or muon scattering studies where the amounts of energy
and momentum that are transfered to the nucleus is known precisely on event-by-event basis. For
neutrino nucleus scattering the incoming neutrino energy and initially produced hadronic particles,
which have been subject to the above mentioned nuclear e↵ects, can only be estimated from what
is observed in the detector.

Since it is the initial neutrino energy spectrum as well as signal and background topologies
that have to be used in the extraction of oscillation parameters, the strong dependence of the
unbiased extraction of neutrino-oscillation parameters on neutrino-interaction physics can best be
summarized by noting that the energy and configuration of interactions observed in experimental
detectors are, aside from detector e↵ects, the convolution of the energy-dependent neutrino flux,
the energy-dependent neutrino-nucleon cross section, and these significant energy-dependent nuclear
e↵ects.

Practically, experimenters combine information about the energy dependence of all exclusive
cross sections as well as nuclear e↵ects into a nuclear model. This model along with the best
estimate of the spectrum of incoming neutrino energies then enters the Monte Carlo predictions
of target nucleus response and topology of final states and is a critical component of oscillation
analyses.

To illustrate how oscillation experiments depend on this nuclear model, consider the following
illustrative conceptual outline of a two-detector, long-baseline oscillation analysis:

1. Reconstruct the observed event topology and energy (final state particles identification and
their momenta) in the near detector (ND).

2. Use the nuclear model to take the reconstructed event topology and energy back through the
nucleus to infer the neutrino interaction energy End

⌫

.

3. Using information on geometric di↵erences between near and far detector fluxes and perturbed
via an oscillation hypothesis, project the resulting initial interaction neutrino energy spectrum
�(End

⌫

), into the predicted spectrum �0(Efd

⌫

) at the far detector.
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Neutrino-Nucleus Interactions Are Complicated
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ANNIE Physics

Martini, Ericson, Chanfray - arXiv 1211.1523v2

To turn neutrino physics into a precision science we need to understand the 
complex multi-scale physics of neutrino-nucleus interactions

• Dominant source of systematics on future 
long-baseline oscillation physics

• Possible source of uncertainty in short-
baseline anomalies

• We need comprehensive and precise 
measurement for a variety of targets/Eν
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⌫

) at the far detector.

ANNIE is a final-state X + Nn program to complement X + Np measurements in LAr

The presence, multiplicity and absence of neutrons is also a strong handle for 
signal-background separation in a number of physics analyses!
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νμ
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ANNIE is a final-state X + Nn program to complement X + Np measurements in LAr

The presence, multiplicity and absence of neutrons is also a strong handle for 
signal-background separation in a number of physics analyses!

" ...As neutrino-antineutrino event-rate comparisons are 
important for δCP  measurements, the relative neutron 
composition of final hadronic states is significant. It is 
important to understand the prospects for semi-inclusive 
theoretical models that can predict this neutron composition. 
Experimentally, programs to detect neutrons are 
essential."

NuSTEC white paper
Neutrino Scattering Theory and Experiment Collaboration
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ANNIE Detector R&D

• LAPPDs are 8” x 8” MCP-
based imaging photodetectors, 
with target specifications of:

• ~50 picosecond single-PE 
time resolution

• < 1 cm spatial resolution
• > 20% QE
• > 106 gain
• low dark noise (<100 Hz/ch)

• A first application of Large Area Picosecond Photodetectors 
(LAPPDs) in a neutrino experiment

• Demonstrate operation of multiple 
LAPPDs, integrated with a larger hybrid 
detector system
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• A first application of Large Area Picosecond Photodetectors 
(LAPPDs) in a neutrino experiment

• Demonstrate operation of multiple 
LAPPDs, integrated with a larger hybrid 
detector system

• Use LAPPDs to meet physics 
specifications that cannot be met with the 
conventional PMT system

• Develop new and advance timing-based 
reconstruction techniques, pave the way 
for advanced water-base neutrino 
detection in the future

• First Gd-loaded detector on a neutrino 
beam

• Possible addition of water-based liquid 
scintillator beyond Phase II

ANNIE Detector R&D

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 19: Raw OTPC events: time-step (97 ps per bin) vs. OTPC channel. The 5 panels in each event
are the individual OTPC PMs. PMs 0, 2, and 4 constitute the OTPC normal view, PMs 1 and 3 are in the
stereo view. Each panel is scaled to the maximum signal value with the color value indicative of the signal
amplitude in PSEC4 ADC counts. (a) Typical through-going event that is representative of most recorded
events. (b) Through-going event, in which the number of detected photons increases near the right side. (c)
Track with a large number of photons over a short extent. (d) Large signal amplitude along entire track,
peaking in the 2nd panel. Events (c) and (d) were recorded using trigger configuration 2 (§6.1). Events (a)
and (b) were recorded using configuration 1, the through-going trigger mode.
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Figure 32: The 3D track reconstruction of the event shown in Figures 19a and 24. The rotated times, t0
i

,
of the direct Cherenkov photons are projected on the reconstructed radial position (stereo, normal, z) and
decomposed into Cartesian (x,y,z) coordinates. (a) The track x vs. z position. (b) The track y vs. z position
(c) The reconstructed x, y, and z of the track.
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ANNIE Experimental Design

ANNIE Phase 1 - The detector

The tank
• 10’x13’ tank filled with 26-ton of unloaded

ultrapure water

• Equipped with 60 8-inch r5912 photomultipliers
(from SuperK OD, lent by UC Irvine) at the
bottom

Vincent Fischer 7 / 13
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Figure 29: An ANNIE LAPPD string (RIGHT) that can be lowered into the detector through the light-tight
slots in the tank top (LEFT). Power and signal cables (not shown) will be attached to the side deployment
lines.

Mayly Sanchez - ISU Fermilab Physics Advisory Committee  Meeting - June 21, 2016

Status of ANNIE Phase I
A VME-system with 16 FADC cards (4 channels per card) developed at U 
Chicago for the KOTO experiment has been integrated into the experiment 
by ISU. Veto and each MRD layer combined using a CAMAC DAQ.  

The Queen Mary U group has developed the DAQ software and 
collaborates with ISU in being responsible for electronics and DAQ.  

19

Front views

Figure 30: LEFT: Some of the ANNIE electronics racks in SciBooNE hall. The leftmost rack houses two VME
crates (one active and one spare), the high voltage picko↵ boxes for the water-PMTs, the rack protection
system and a NIM crate with level translator cards for the trigger system and discriminators for the cosmic-
ray trigger. RIGHT: The VME crate with a VME CPU card (left-most), the trigger card (2nd slot), 3 MT
cards (black) and 16 ADC cards (red).
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Front views

Figure 30: LEFT: Some of the ANNIE electronics racks in SciBooNE hall. The leftmost rack houses two VME
crates (one active and one spare), the high voltage picko↵ boxes for the water-PMTs, the rack protection
system and a NIM crate with level translator cards for the trigger system and discriminators for the cosmic-
ray trigger. RIGHT: The VME crate with a VME CPU card (left-most), the trigger card (2nd slot), 3 MT
cards (black) and 16 ADC cards (red).
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1. CC interaction in the fiducial volume produces a muon, reconstructed in the 
water volume and MRD

2. Neutrons scatter and thermalize
3. - 4.  Thermalized neutrons are captured on the Gd producing flashes of light 

ANNIE Experimental Design
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ANNIE Phase I: built, commissioned, completed

• ANNIE Phase I received PAC approval in February 2015
• The detector was built by April of 2016

• taking data by May of 2016
• finished data taking July 2017

Figure 8: LEFT: The Neutron Capture Volume, before deployment. RIGHT: Inside the installed and filled
ANNIE Phase I tank. The NCV can be seen enclosed in black plastic. Below the NCV is the array of 60
PMTs installed on the bottom of the tank. The stainless steel inner structure, PMT cables and the white
plastic tank liner can also be clearly seen.

2.2.1 Data Taking Progress

Phase I data taking will continue until the summer shutdown of the BNB in early July. A large fraction of
the neutron background data has already been taken, and early analyses are in progress. Figure 9 shows a
diagram of the locations within the tank where the background neutron rate is being measured in Phase I.
Data has already been taken in positions #1, #2 and #3. Data are currently being taken at an intermediate
position (position #4), with one or two more NCV positions expected before the beam turns o↵.

During data taking at NCV position #2, the ANNIE DAQ was upgraded to allow NCV events to be
collected at a much higher rate. These DAQ settings, referred to as “Hefty mode,” were subsequently used for
all beam data taking after the upgrade was complete. The Phase I analysis results shown here are restricted
to data taken at positions #1 and #2 before the DAQ upgrade. Updates to the ANNIE reconstruction
software for Hefty mode are nearly complete, and analyses using the newer data are expected soon. Table 2
summarizes the Phase I data taking progress as of this writing.

Table 2: Summary of Phase I data taken as of 12 June 2017. The triggering modes are beam for IRM
triggers from the BNB, source for 252Cf calibration source triggers (see Sec. 2.3), cosmic for cosmic muon
triggers, and hefty for beam data taken in the “Hefty mode”.

DAQ triggers by type Approximate # of
NCV position Beam Source Cosmic Hefty Total DAQ triggers recorded beam spills

1 1.96⇥106 2.58⇥105 1.72⇥104 5.19⇥103 2.24⇥106 2.13⇥106

2 9.25⇥105 0.00 2.25⇥103 2.91⇥105 1.22⇥106 11.98⇥106

3 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.62⇥105 1.62⇥105 6.16⇥106

4 0.00 0.00 0.00 3.80⇥104 3.80⇥104 1.44⇥106
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Figure 7: LEFT: The inner structure being lowered in the ANNIE tank. RIGHT TOP: The ANNIE tank
being lowered into the experiment hall. RIGHT BOTTOM: The installed ANNIE Phase I PMTs.

window with a clear dependency on the height in the detector hall [38]. The y-dependence of the event count
in the detector hall suggests that having a fiducial volume away from the top of the detector significantly
reduces sky-shine and cosmic backgrounds.

ANNIE Phase I was built to confirm this rapid fallo↵ of neutron backgrounds by performing a direct
measurement of the neutron backgrounds in our target water volume as a function of distance from the
front wall and the top of the detector. The variation with position of the neutron capture rate is being
characterized by using a movable neutron capture target. Measurements taken using this target at several
positions provide the background neutron flux information needed for the physics measurements in Phase II.

2.2 Phase I Overview

Phase I, shown schematically in the left panel of Fig. 5 and pictured in Fig. 7, is a partially instrumented
implementation of the ANNIE experiment with all of the major components in place. The steel tank,
common to both phases, is covered with a white reflective PVC liner in order to maximize light collection
and is filled with 26 tons of ultrapure (unloaded) water. The front veto and two orthogonal layers of the
MRD are instrumented to tag muons entering and leaving the water volume.

The unique feature present in Phase I is the deployment in the tank of the Neutron Capture Volume
(NCV), a 50x50 cm acrylic cylinder filled with EJ-335, a Gd-loaded (0.25% w/w) liquid scintillator manu-
factured by the Eljen Technology company [39]. The NCV can be moved within the water volume using a
winch, thus allowing a neutron rate measurement at di↵erent locations in the tank. Two 3-inch photomul-
tiplier tubes are installed on top of the NCV in order to tag energy depositions in the liquid scintillator. As
shown in Fig. 8, the NCV is enclosed in black plastic to optically isolate it from the rest of the tank and
allow the use of the bottom PMT grid as a veto to tag muons from beam neutrinos and cosmic rays.

10
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ANNIE Phase I - Beam-induced neutron backgound measurement

• ”Proof of concept” ! Measurement of the
neutron background rate

• Source of neutron background:

•
Skyshine neutrons ! Neutrons from the
beam dump entering the detector

•
Dirt neutrons ! Neutrons originating from
neutrino interactions downstream of the
dump

• March-May 2016: Installation in the
SciBooNE hall

• Taking data since June 2016 until the 2017
Summer shutdown in July

• Di↵erent detector configuration than for
the Physics run

Vincent Fischer 6 / 13

• A measurement of potential background 
neutrons in ANNIE Phase II

• rock neutrons
• “skyshine”

• A Neutron Capture Volume 
(NCV) measures position 
dependent neutron rates

• Phase I enabled ANNIE to 
build and operate all the main 
components of the detector

• It also provided an opportunity 
to anticipate, understand, and 
mitigate major risks for Phase II 

ANNIE Phase I: built, commissioned, completed
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Phase I: background measurement Phase I results - Neutron background low enough for Phase II

• NCV has been moved to several locations in the tank and data was taken over
the last year

• Background neutron flux is di↵erent at each position, especially the skyshine
component

• Bottom PMTs used as a muon veto (beam and cosmic) along with veto/MRD

• Neutron rate per spill is < 6⇥10

�3 at the top and < 7.7⇥10

�5 at the center

•
This neutron background is not an issue for physics

Vincent Fischer 9 / 13
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4
5

6

• the NCV was moved to 6 positions, 
scanning the neutron rates as a function 
of depth and distance from the beam

• strong suppression of skyshine neutrons 
was observed with increasing depth

• preliminary estimates based on 
measurements below the surface 
indicate neutron backgrounds in 
less than 2% of spills

I beam crossing

position 1

position 2

backgrounds are acceptable and 
can be mitigated with <2 ft of buffer

ANNIE Preliminary Data
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From Phase I to Phase II
Towards phase II - Both tank and MRD fully instrumented

• MRD upgrade: 2 layers ! 11 layers

• Inner structure upgrade to hold more
PMTs on all sides

• More conventional PMTs required for Gd
captures detection ! We now have them
in hand (LUX, Watchboy, LBNE R&D)

• Gadolinium sulfate (Gd2O12S3) will be
diluted in the water (0.2% w/w)

Vincent Fischer 10 / 13

• Finish refurbishing the muon range 
detector (reinstall paddles)

• Complete the tank inner structure
• Expand standard photocathode 

coverage w/ more PMTs
• Expand electronics channel count
• Add Gadolinium
• Add the LAPPD System
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• Finish refurbishing the muon range 
detector (reinstall paddles)

• Complete the tank inner structure
• Expand standard photocathode 

coverage w/ more PMTs
• Expand electronics channel count
• Add Gadolinium
• Add the LAPPD System

Table 1: Essential di↵erences between ANNIE Phase I and Phase II.

detector component Phase I Phase II

MRD 2 layers fully active
Gd in water No Yes
NCV Yes No
Front Veto fully active fully active

Conventional PMTs 60 127
LAPPDs 0 5-20

ADC readout cards 16 30 - 50
PSEC readout cards 0 10-40
CAMAC TDC cards 3 12
CAMAC discriminator cards 3 12
Positive-HV channels 60 127
Negative-HV channels 71 361

beam-induced neutron backgrounds to the physics measurement to be conducted in Phase II.

2.1 Phase I Motivation

Several sources introduce neutron backgrounds in the ANNIE detector. A continuum of ambient neutrons
from cosmic radiation and long-lived isotopes will be present, but can be largely suppressed by strict time
cuts around the beam window, and characterized with data from an o↵-beam trigger. Neutrinos from the
BNB can interact with dirt and rock upstream of the experimental hall, producing a beam-correlated neutron
background. This background arrives later with respect to the prompt component of a neutrino interaction
and will capture on Gd after thermalizing. The vertices of these interactions that give rise to neutrons in
the tank are shown in the left panel of Fig. 6. The kinetic energy of neutrons created by interactions in and
out of the tanks are very similar, as can be seen in the right panel of Fig. 6.
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Figure 6: LEFT: The distribution of neutrino vertices that contribute neutrons that reach the tank (black
points). Magenta points are where the neutrons enter the tank. Neutrino interactions inside the tank
are cyan. RIGHT: Kinetic Energy spectrum of the neutrons reaching the water in the tank from outside
(magenta) and those originating from neutrino vertices within the tank (blue).

An additional neutron background is that of sky-shine, namely secondary neutrons produced in the beam
dump that leak into the atmosphere and make it into the detector after undergoing multiple scatterings [35,
36, 37]. Preliminary results from SciBooNE indicate an observable excess of events after the beam time
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# 15

# 12

# 10

# 9

• Tile #9: fully sealed detector with an aluminum photocathode
• Tile #10: sealed detector with multi-alkali photocathode (~5 % QE)
• Tile #12: ~10% QE
• Tile #15: uniform photocathode >25% QE

Incom has now produced multiple LAPPD prototypes, 
quickly approaching the specifications needed by ANNIE

LAPPDs Are Ready
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LAPPDs are now available for Phase II

• Operation of LAPPDs in a working neutrino detector ! Technological goal of
ANNIE

• Incom has now produced several LAPPD prototypes, the most recent almost
reaching the specifications set by the ANNIE collaboration (gain, QE, uniformity)

• Tile #9: sealed with an Al photocathode
• Tile #10: sealed with multi-alkali photocathode (⇠5% QE)
• Tile #12: ⇠5% QE
• Tile #15: Uniform photocathode with > 25% QE

• Tile #12 is being thoroughly tested at Iowa State University
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• A test facility was constructed at ISU for 
testing Incom LAPPDs using a pulsed 
laser and fast electronics

• LAPPD-9 and LAPPD-12 have 
already been sent to ISU for testing

• The system is also being used for 
testing and development of the ANNIE 
PSEC electronics

• Vertical integration tests are planned for 
early fall

single PE pulses (LAPPD-10) multi-PE pulses  
(LAPPD-12 on PSEC electronics) multi-PE time resolution (LAPPD-12)

σ = 30 psec

ANNIE LAPPD Test Facility is Ready
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Phase II Simulations and Design Specs

Phase II simulations - Understanding the detector capabilities

• Several simulations packages are used to simulate ANNIE Phase I and II !
RAT-PAC (Watchman, SNO+, Theia) and WCSim (Super-K, Hyper-K)

• Both packages are complementary

• Dataset of ⌫µ interactions provided by the GENIE generator

• Neutron detection e�ciency studies: 5 p.e. threshold after a neutron capture

• CCQE interaction acceptance studies with MRD penetration

• Vertex reconstruction studies with several LAPPDs and PMTs coverages
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Large CCQE dataset with good track reconstruction and energy estimation

Vincent Fischer 12 / 13

Geometric acceptance cuts select a representative sample of BNB neutrinos

It is important to measure neutron multiplicity as a function of these 
parameters and therefore we want a wide spread in neutrino energy and Q2
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Phase II Simulations and Design Specs
• The detector is large enough to fully contain neutrons
• Requested PMT coverage is sufficient to efficiently detect neutronsPhase II simulations - Understanding the detector capabilities

• Several simulations packages are used to simulate ANNIE Phase I and II !
RAT-PAC (Watchman, SNO+, Theia) and WCSim (Super-K, Hyper-K)

• Both packages are complementary

• Dataset of ⌫µ interactions provided by the GENIE generator

• Neutron detection e�ciency studies: 5 p.e. threshold after a neutron capture

• CCQE interaction acceptance studies with MRD penetration

• Vertex reconstruction studies with several LAPPDs and PMTs coverages
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Good neutron detection e�ciency in a large fiducial volume

Vincent Fischer 12 / 13
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Phase II Simulations and Design Specs

LAPPDs provide needed vertex resolution to select fiducial events

More advanced reconstruction tools and techniques, as well as further MC 
production are under way

20% conventional PMTs: 60 cm resolution
5 LAPPDs (only):             38 cm resolution
21 LAPPDs (only):           16 cm resolution
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Progress Towards Phase II

• We have identified several stocks of free 
large area PMTs, significantly reducing the 
number of new tubes we need to 
purchase 

• New design for the LAPPD housing 
assemblies allows for LAPPDs to be 
installed into the already assembled 
detector 

• PMT and MRD readout systems and DAQ 
are already working and expandable.  

• The LAPPD, PSEC-4 readout system is 
largely complete and pre-built functionality 
meets most of our needs. Integration work 
is in progress at ISU and UC

The LUX water PMTs

• 4 rows of 5 PMTs each were looking inward into the tank (cosmic veto)

• PMTs were attached to metal wire using clamps on the housing ”wings”,
except for the bottom PMT which was weighted

PMT row

Horizontal PMT Vertical (bottom) PMT

Vincent Fischer Mechanical design phone meeting 3 / 9

ETEL)11ainch)PMT's)

•  7)"Second)Genera&on")
PMT's)at)Davis)(untested))

•  )15)"First)Genera&on")
PMT's)at)Penn)(requested)
to)borrow)from)Josh)Klein))

•  )These)are)almost)as)good)
as)Hamamatsu)HQE)PMT's)

•  )Envelopes)of)1st)Gen.)not)
designed)for)submergence)

•  )Should)use)these)on)top)

11ainch)First)Genera&on)PMT)

None)have)waterproof)housings)
or)poing)

Plans)for)WATCHBOY)PMT's)
•  )Need)to)have)new)HV)
cables)with)SHV)connectors)
spliced)due)to)use)of)
connectors)at)detector)
interface.)

•  )Opera&ng)voltage)and)
calibra&on/dark)noise)
valida&on)

•  )All)are)thought)to)be)
working)

•  )Loca&on)at)FNAL)for)ANNIE)
PMT)Prep)work?)

28/06/17 Marcus O'Flaherty - ANNIE Collaboration - NuInt 2017 15 / 19

LAPPD Preparation

● Expect 5 LAPPDs in first year of Phase II
● Design of submersible housing by UC Davis
● Removable cassette mechanism to allow 

LAPPDs to be added or removed with ease
● Response characterisation and vertical 

integration of DAQ with ISU test stand

45 WATCHMAN PMTs

22 LBNE PMTs

19 LUX PMTs

LAPPD deployment

LAPPD housing
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Phase II: growing the collaboration

Two new institutions have joined the ANNIE collaboration:
Edinburgh University (UK), Lawrence Livermore National Lab (US)

Five new German institutions are submitting a proposal to join ANNIE:
Mainz, Hamburg, Tübingen, TU Dresden, TU Munich

“To support this effort, we intend to submit a proposal with the 
German Bundesministerium für Bildung und Forschung (BMBF) in 
order to secure funding for a significant fraction of the required 
photosensors and to contribute to the initial installation and 
commissioning of the detector at Fermilab starting from 2018.”

(see ANNIE letters of support)
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Phase II: resources requested from DOE

• ANNIE has already received $150k from the DOE through 
the Intermediate Neutrino program. This is being used to: 

• purchase replacements for borrowed electronics 
• demonstrate LAPPD readiness for Phase II 
• purchase of 1 LAPPD

• For Phase II, we will request funding for: 
• 35 10” HQE photomultiplier tubes 
• 5 LAPPDs (and readout boards) 
• additional electronics channels for the expanded PMT 

coverage
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Phase II: resources requested from Fermilab

• Modifications to the inner structure of the tank to 
accommodate more PMTs 

• Modifications to the tank lid: new openings and feedthroughs 
+ rustproofing 

• Engineering design consultation to interface the different 
PMT types with the inner structure design.  

• Operational support at the level of current Phase I operations.  

Figure 25: A comparison between the Phase I (TOP) and Phase II (BOTTOM) inner structures.

While gadolinium sulfate is less reactive than gadolinium chloride, compatibility tests must be performed
to ensure all materials in contact with the Gd-loaded water will not undergo degradation nor lower the water
light transparency over the time of the experiment. Such tests will be performed by UC Davis collaborators,
who have experience dealing with Gd-loaded water.

The purification system used during Phase I (c.f. Sec. 2.2) is not suitable for Gd-loaded water. Indeed,
the de-ionizing filters would remove all impurities present in the water, including gadolinium ions. This issue
can be circumvented by not circulating water through the filtration for longer periods, typically between 6
months and a year. Alternatively the collaboration will consider the acquisition of specialized ion exchange
resins which remove only monovalent and divalent, leaving the trivalent gadolinium ions in solution. While
not possible on the scale of Super-K due to the high cost of the resin (about $100/liter of resin), the small
size of ANNIE makes this feasible at a small cost. The custom resin would be compatible with our existing
Phase 1 purification system.

5.4 Conventional PMTs

During the first phase of ANNIE, neutron captures were observed within the optically isolated NCV and
sixty 8-inch photomultiplier tubes were used for the water volume to identify potential beam neutrinos or
beam and cosmic muons in the tank.

In Phase II, the NCV will be removed, and neutrons will be detected via the Cherenkov emission resulting
from capture on Gd. A larger number of photodetectors will thus be necessary in order to e�ciently tag and
reconstruct those neutron captures. The ANNIE collaboration has already acquired several sets of PMTs
from di↵erent sources. These sets of PMTs (see Fig. 27) include but will not be limited to:

• 65 Hamamatsu 10-inch R7081 photomultipliers: This set consists of 20 photomultiplier tubes previously
used in the water veto of the LUX experiment and 45 tubes used in the WATCHBOY detector [33].

• 22 ETEL 11-inch D784KFLB photomultipliers: Initially designed by Electron Tubes Enterprises, Ltd
(ETEL) for the LBNE project, these photomultiplier tubes have been thoroughly tested [44] at UC
Davis and Penn and are deemed fit to be used in the detector.
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• based on direct experience from Phase I
• a fraction of the modest labor needed for Phase I

Estimated Fermilab effort is
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ANNIE Timeline Removal of the tank from the Hall
Finish MRD refurbishment

Completion of Phase II 
inner structure and tank lid

PMT refurbishment and acquisition

Reinstallation of inner 
structure and water fill

Phase II commissioning

Introduction of Gd
LAPPD installation

Electronics acquisitions

Phase II data taking

PMT installation

Summer 
2017

Fall/Winter
 2017

Spring
 2018

Summer
 2018

Fall
 2018
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Conclusion

• ANNIE brings exciting and varied physics and tech R&D to 
the lab at little cost 

• LAPPDs exist and are on track to meet ANNIE specs 
• Phase I: We built it and backgrounds are acceptable 
• Our work on simulations and reconstruction show that we 

can execute the Phase II measurement 
• Resources requested from Fermilab for the completion of 

Phase II are modest compared to Phase I
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Requested PAC/Fermilab Support

• Strong endorsement of the ANNIE physics and 
technology missions 

• Commitment to support the completion and operations of 
Phase II, pending DOE support 

• Permission to continue using the SciBooNE Hall

Many thanks to the PAC, Fermilab, and the DOE for 
their support in the successful completion of Phase I!


